
Appendix B     November 2021 

Racial Justice Focus Survey – Written Comment Analysis 

The survey was offered between June 27 and July 18, 2021.  

164 surveys were completed.  

The data was compiled by a six-member team from the Racial Justice Focus 
Committee.  

The written responses for all seven questions were reviewed and correlated 
based on the major themes made in each response. The number of times each 
theme was mentioned was counted. Due to the anonymity of the survey, it is 
possible that one respondent may have made the same point in multiple 
questions. 

The following pages list for each survey question: 
 The summary of major themes and totals for those topics (showing frequency 

of response). 
 Selected representative comments (quotes). The comments are printed 

verbatim. 

 

  



Question 1: Are you aware that St. Thomas is in the midst of a racial justice 
focus? 52 written responses 

Summary of major themes and totals for those topics (showing frequency of response) 
 

  
General awareness of the RJ focus 11 
Appropriate focus for St. Thomas 7 
This focus is making it worse/divisive 7 
Like the new prayer at the conclusion of prayers of the faithful 4 
Mention of specific initiatives (Just Mercy, prayer service, speakers, etc)  4 
Thank you for doing this 4 
Instead we should be talking about doctrine 3 
Disagree with the idea of Racial Justice (racism doesn’t exist or RJ isn’t needed) 3 
  

 

Representative Comments: 

Saint Thomas continues to be a beacon of light of what is needed by a church community to support 
Social and Racial Justice in our world. It provides us with guidance and helps us to understand how we 
can become more aware and stronger followers of Christ with our actions. 

I have appreciated the prayer at the end of the Prayers of the Faithful. 

Thank you For the Racial equity sources online, for the weekly prayer, and for the prayer services 
shared.  Your efforts are helping to increase awareness of the call for racial equality & justice. 

This is a timely response to incidents in our country 

While I appreciate the need for social justice, I think that we are forcing the issue way too much. 
Everywhere you look or go that’s all that’s being said. Can we please just get some balance? 

I believe that the focus on Racial Justice is well intentioned, but in the end racist and contributing to the 
divide in our society. 

This is not a Racial Injustice Community.  This is a very welcoming Community and you are making it 
racially polarizing. 

Unfortunately it is difficult to have the focus be prominent at Mass when people cannot be there - nor 
can there be a full congregation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Question 2: Is the racial justice focus an appropriate action to be undertaken in 
our parish community? 87 written responses 

Summary of major themes and totals for those topics (showing frequency of response)    

What would Jesus do - This is an expression of our faith 30 
We shouldn't be addressing this subject/ there is no problem 5 
Angry with resources that include the white privilege concept 5 
RJ focus creates division  4 
Agree with the topic of racial justice but attention has been extreme 4 
This is an important topic to learn 3 
  

 

Representative Comments: 

Racial justice and awareness of implicit bias in our society AND in our community is tremendously 
important for us to make progress in making St. Thomas the Apostle, Naperville, this country and our 
world a more loving and inclusive place for all. 

If we cannot initiate change in the context of faith and see how equity applies to the key values that 
Jesus embodied and taught, then our practice is divorced from our principles. 

Yes. In the spirit of unity, universality, being advocates for the less fortunate, etc., we need to be 
educated on and supportive of issues and all people. Of course, political and social concerns and 
opinions will arise, but these need to be acknowledged and be part of a wholistic conversation. We do 
not need to take sides as much as raise awareness and build bridges 

I think St. Thomas has always had a focus on social justice.  I think we live in a great but imperfect 
country.  There is room for improvement in all areas 

A church is a place for people to come together.  Focusing on certain issues may turn some people off.  
We want to bring people together. 

The messages I have heard have been about 25% focused on true social justice and 75% on an 
outrageous display of progressive, radical sound bites as to how we should "combat" a perceived 
injustice.  Individuals my take whatever political perspective they believe, left or right, but the church 
should focus on the word of God, not the words of politicians, news media and other clearly biased 
sources one side chooses to quote.  Keep this off of the altar! 

Feel that the parish needs to get back to the basics of getting people back in the pews and be more 
community focused. Racial justice is so important but after going through the pandemic I think we need 
to get the parish united. 

BUT we cannot make that a sole focus, and overuse of the term "racial justice" can lose the importance 
of the focus. Tying RJ back into scripture and it's [sic] relation to us as individuals is key. 

 

 

 

 

 



Question 3: Since the focus began in November, have the actions taken 
provided you with any additional awareness, new perspectives, or caused you 
to think about racial justice implications?  90 written responses 

Summary of major themes and totals for those topics (showing frequency of response) 
 

  
Mention of specific initiatives (Just Mercy, speakers, White Fragility, etc.) 26 
Increase awareness of cultural/personal bias and privilege 16 
The approach is wrong, ineffective, divisive 11 
Unaware of what has been done since last Nov. 10 
Approval of material and steps taken by STA 8 
Increased conversation with others on topic 5 
Presentations were one-sided 4 
Social justice doesn’t belong in church 3 
Left St. Thomas because of this effort 2 
  

 

Representative Comments:  

I’m becoming more and more aware of my biases and the inbred cultural bias that has made white 
people biased just by living in our society. 

Reciting the prayer at mass is helpful in keeping the topic at the forefront, even for those reluctant to be 
involved more. 

Reading “Just Mercy” made me so much more aware of the need for serious dialog [sic] about racial 
injustice. It’s too bad there aren’t more black parishioners at St Thomas or in nearby communities which 
would foster some serious dialog [sic] among the races.  

Since the focus began, I have developed a deeper awareness of racial justice and helped me to reflect 
upon my past/present interactions with the marginalized population. 

I now see more clearly how the history of prejudice in our country has had a big affect [sic] on attitudes 
and perceptions. 

I feel more strongly than ever that St. Thomas is heading down a very wrong path with a message that 
does not belong in our church. 

This has caused my family and many other St. Thomas parishioners to attend other congregations.   

You are creating an atmosphere of diverseness [sic] out of a mostly united congregation. 

 

 

  



Question 4: Please indicate any specific focus actions that struck a positive note 
with you and why they struck a positive note. 84 written responses 

Summary of major themes and totals for those topics (showing frequency of response) 
 

  

Just Mercy – nice to connect/engage with others 13 
No actions struck a positive note 12 
Homily speakers (Fr. Michael Trail/Regina Brent/Fr. Bob) 11 
21-Day Challenge – good activity for stretching 9 
Racial Justice prayer 7 
Weekly Bulletin articles 6 
Building awareness and understanding 5 
Very against this push 1 
Focus is guilt-ridden 1 
Inappropriate at Mass 1 
  

 

Representative Comments: 

It was nice to connect with others reading Just Mercy. The work of Bryan Stevenson is an inspiration. He 
gives me hope for a more just world.  

I really appreciated the personal perspectives. Listening to the video of the young African American 
woman helped me to more fully understand the painful, destructive effect of racisim.   [sic]   

Understanding that all of us have different starting lines, must work towards ways to all being on the 
same track. 

Have enjoyed the guest speakers who have brought additional color and perspective to our celebrations 
of the Eucharist. 

Glad St. Thomas has provided a variety of Focus actions so people can choose what appeals. 

I'm very against this push. 

None. It was lost by inappropriate messages at mass.       

There is social injustice and without a doubt people of color have suffered (they have also prospered), 
however, in my opinion the pendulum is swinging wayyyyy past equilibrium.     

 

 

 

             
   



Question 5: Please indicate any specific focus actions that struck a negative note 
with you and why they struck a negative note. 76 written responses 

Summary of major themes and totals for those topics (showing frequency of response) 
 

  

None of the actions struck a negative note 25 
White Fragility 7 
Too political/inappropriate for Mass 4 
The concept in general struck a negative note 4 
I am not racist/not racist community/not a racist nation 4 
Regina Brent talk 3 
White privilege burnout 2 
Not strong enough approach 1 
21-Day Challenge – more focus/coverage 1 
The realization that many do not believe in systemic racism/bias 1 
Self-examination -realizing I do benefit from white privilege 1 
Fr. Trail – too conciliatory 1   

 

Representative Comments:  

I have generally felt like our parish’s stance on racism has not been enough 

Any negative notes struck with me are due to my own self-examination and realizing I benefit greatly 
from white privilege. 

No focus struck a negative note – but what is hard for me to understand is why anyone would think that 
racial justice is NOT part of living as Jesus taught and why it should not be discussed during the liturgy. 

The realization that many of my fellow Christians do not believe in systemic racism or bias and believe 
they are not part of the problem 

We need to realize that assertive programs on racial issues are fueling contrary negative actions by 
others.  While I personally condemn those negative reactions we must consider the consequences. 

The content is too radical and not in line with the scripture the church has typically instilled in weekly 
and focus messages.  The focus is political and not based in the Word and Catholic traditions. 

It is inappropriate for mass. 

Some times [sic] the topic felt like too much – very in your face and the only topic of focus 

A church is a God centered place to support the parishioners.  It is a place of worship not a political 
institution.  Lets [sic] return to that. 

For those of us who do admit that “White Privilege” has existed for decades.  I am personally tired of 
constantly being reminded of this fact.  I feel as though I have lived a “moral and just” life, treating all 
equally in my personal and work life journey. 

 

 

 



Question 6: Are there additional actions we should consider taking?  
95 written responses 
 

Summary of major themes and totals for those topics (showing frequency of response) 
 

  

Continue to educate 18 
Action/advocacy (not one and done) 13 
Invite people from other cultures to speak at liturgies and other venues 12 
Talking about this divides and damages the parish. Drop it. 10 
This project is politically biased.  Other viewpoints should be included 9 
Provide a place for dialogue and small group discussion; don’t be afraid of controversy 8 
Individual responsibility is needed, not government action 7 
Social issues are not appropriate to Catholic/Christian message and should not be in liturgy 5 
Build relationships with people of color 4 
Incorporate other cultures into the liturgical setting 4   

 

Representative Comments:  

I don’t know what else can be done specifically, but I certainly want this initiative to continue.  To me 
Social Justice is the basis of my Catholicism.   

Continue this focus even in the face of parishioners who are vocal about their opposition,  We must be 
strong in our conviction of love for all, and we must be steadfast in our encouragement of all of our 
brothers and sisters to love everyone, especially those who we do not understand…   

I am keeping an eye out for opportunity (whether within the church or the general community) to have 
closer, small group or one-on-one guided conversations with people who are different from me for the 
purpose of getting a better understanding of my own biases and how I can better combat them.   

Racism is deeply imbedded in the minds of white Americans and sad to say Catholics are solidly included 
in those numbers.  Educate, educate, educate.  We have to support activist endeavors.  We need to 
have some written guidelines for Catholics speaking to Catholics.   

We need to provide places and times for dialogue among parishioners, broader speaker presentations. 
When there is controversy, we need to be mindful of it but not afraid of it.   

 Change the focus and be a house of worship, not a political arena.   

Start standing for Good.  Stop the Social Justice and Help individuals to help themselves without 
government.   

Stop bringing attention to this and focus on the saving grace of Jesus Christ and the rest will take care of 
itself.  This should be the one and only message that permeates the Church.  

It would be my recommendation to dissolve or redirect.   

Stop with the committees and little do-gooder groups.  Unite the Parish don’t divide. The more you 
divide the more you destroy.  

  



Question 7:  Please feel free to provide other comments.  73 written responses 

Summary of major themes and totals for those topics (showing frequency of response)  
  
Thanks/appreciation for the RJ focus 13 
disagree with whole idea of racism/white privilege/BLM 13 
Appreciate resources/views     7 
This focus is part of faith/St. Thomas       7 
Focus is misplaced in church     6 
unhappy long-term parishioners/founders      6 
want to be involved/continue              5 
leaving the parish because of this 4 
Focus is divisive       3 
We need to take action on this issue 2   

 

Representative Comments:  

Thank you for taking on this topic and placing it in the context of our Catholic faith. That is where it 
belongs. 

I can't think of any other actions that can be taken, but I hope we continue with this topic and not let it 
die out. 

I think it is important to pursue all social justice issues as we move back to some semblance of normality 
in the coming days. As Catholics we should be in the lead regarding these issues. 

Thank you for taking action. It means this is being taken seriously. That's the only way our prevailing 
culture will change. 

Thank you for all that you are doing. Publishing the intended outcomes of the Racial Justice focus was 
helpful. Many of us have been blind to RJ for most of our lives and it will take time to change that. It 
starts with awareness and the RJ focus has helped me be more aware and understand what resources 
are available. Perhaps we need more action? 

What About me - I am a Founding Member and have supported the church with Time and Financially for 
over 40 years. 

I have found most of the "preaching" not helpful. I also find talking about the oppressed and the 
oppressors...not unifying. Maybe we should all re-read, "I have a dream" by Martin Luther King: "live in a 
nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character." 

This focus is unnecessary - there are no racial inequities 

The attendance at St. Thomas seems to be smaller than other Catholic Churches in the area. That 
doesn’t surprise me. People don’t come to church to hear politics unless it’s to try to get abortion laws 
changed. As the bishops have said, THAT should be our main focus. 

Although I appreciate the efforts of St. Thomas in trying to put the issues of racism before our faith 
community, I generally feel that, if I want to be challenged on the issue, I will need to look beyond St. 
Thomas. 


